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In this paper, we consider the diffusion approximations of some stochastic processes with discrete 
parameter which are asymptotically given by stochastic difference equations. We use martingale 
methods and improve on the previous results in the literature. 
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Introduction 
This paper is concerned with diffusion approximations of stochastic processes with 
discrete parameters which are asymptotically expressed in the form: 
xE,+, -xi = ~F(Xz,n+l,o)+o(~*) (n=O,l,...), 
X;=X&+Rd, 
(1) 
where F( n, x, o) (E (F( n, x, to)) = 0) are certain random fields on a probability space 
(a, a, P). Such problems are treated by Kushner and Hung [4] and the author 
[S, 91. The discussion in [8] contains some errors and lacks generality (only heating 
Markov chains). In 191, some unpleasant condition on the boundedness of F are 
imposed. In this paper, we improve them. The method adopted follows [8] and was 
essentially developed in Papanicolaou, Stroock and Varadhan [S]. The method is 
also applicable to the continuous parameter case. The perturbation method was 
used in [4] but the method adopted in this paper seems to be more useful here. 
Let (0,!33, P) be a probability space. We introduce the fo!lowing conditions. 
(I) F(x, n, to) : R *: x 0 + dad are jointly measurable with respect o a( Rd) x 6% 
for each n E IV = @,I, 2, . . . }, where %( Rd) = u-algebra of 
r P almost all o, the random fields F(x, n, to) d, as 
(III) { F(x, n, to), n E N} are strictly stationary for each fixed x E 
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(IV) For each fixed < 00, there exists a constant C = C(M) indqenci,e_n_t of n 
such that 
09 I F(x, n, w)P(&) = E( F(x, n, 0)) = 0. R 
(VI) LetS$“( M) =a{F(x,n,o), I~ncrn, IxlsM} and 
P(n, M)=supsup{lP(AnB)-P(A)P(B)I: AE Sk(M), BE=,(M)}, 
120 
n= 1,2 ,... . 
Then 
i p(n, M)“p~~, p=@d+8). 
n=l 
The class of random functions satisfying the conditions (I)-(VI) is denoted by ~2. 
If F E Sa, then the following series boundedly converge and belong to C’( Rd ) : 
ak,(x) = i (E(F,(x, 0, ~)W, n, 4+ Sk 0, dFk(x9 n, 4) 
?#=I 
b&o) = f E(Fl(x, 0, o)D,,Fdx, n, 0)). 
fl=l 
We put, for fc C2(Rd), 
Sf(x) =; i a&t(X) o,,x,f (x) + i bkt(x) Dxkf (x)- 
kJ=l kJ=l 
(2) 
We introduce the following condition. 
(VII) The martingale problem associated with the generator 2’ and starting point 
XE Rd has a unique solution Rx OIP (C([O, 00) x Rd), B(C)) such that &(X(O) = 
x) = 1, where 28(C) is the topological Bore1 field of C([O, m), Rd). 
Define ;rr” for {XJ} as follows: 
“~t)=X~-k(t-j~2)J~2(X~+,-X~) 
if je2S tG(j+1)e2 (j=zO, 1,2 ,... ), (3) 
X&(O) =X,(o). 
et R” be the measure on C([O, a), Rd) generated by the stochastk process {X’(t)}. 
assume that (VII) is s 
p on C([O, 00) 
Then R” conve 
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Let GM(x) be a C”(R” + R) function such that 0~ qM s 1 (Ma I), 
and such that the gradient QM (x) is bounded uniformly in x. We introduce truncated 
fields 
FM& n, 0) = Q_dX)F(X, n, 0). 
Then the approximating random sequence {XfvM (n)} is defined by the algorithm 
X :+“: = X2M + cF”(XzM, n -+ 1, o), 
X;“(W) =X,(w). 
Here we note that XzM is not necessarily bounded with probability 1. But we note 
that 
sups PM@, n)l= SUP IFk n>l- 
XER 1x1s M 
We define XE* M(t) as in (3). Let QEVM be the measure induced by X&-M(t) on 
NO, 00); Rd ). 
We introduce a kind of potential function which is used in the representation of 
weakly dependent random variables (cf. Lemma 2.1 in Philipp and Stout [6]): 
ui(x, n)= f E(Fy(x, k+n+l)l9$). 
k=O 
By the mixing property (cf. see Lemma 3.10.2 in Kunita [3]), Ui(X, n) converges 
with probability one uniformly on any compact sets of x. In fact, we have 
l/2 
SUP lD”E{Fi(x, k+n+l)lS’~}l’ 
1x1s M 
S const. p( k + 1, M)‘/(4d+4) 
1 
l/(4+6) 
,~I~~, ID”F,(X, k+ ’ + 1)I(4+s) ’ 
I l 
We note that ui(x, n) satisfies the relation 
E{Ui(x, n+l)lS$}= f E{F”(x, k+n+Z)Igi} 
k=O 
= f E{F”(x, k+n+l)l~o”}- 
.4=0 
=ui(x,n)-E{FM(x,n+l)l9:}. (4) 
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Furthermore, we put 
G_&, n) = E(Fy(x, n + l)Fy(x, n + 1) 19”) 
- E( Fy(x, n + l)Fy(x, n + 1)). 
Then E ( GJx, n)) = 0. Therefore, we can construct a potential function $)(x, n) 
for G,/(x, n) and u!,“(x, n) converges uniformly on any compact sets of x E Rd due 
to the assumptions. In fact WC have, for any 6 > 0, 
> 
l/2 
:< const. f P(m -I- 1, M)i/(4d+4) 
m=O 
If8 
sup ID”F,(x, n+l)l* . (5) 
1x1s M 
Similarly, we introduce potential functions u!,~‘(x, n) and u!,~‘(x, n) for 
and 
&(x, n)= E(F,v(x, n+l)DXjui(x, n+l)l.%$) 
- E( F_~(x, n + l)DXjui(x, n + 1)). 
Also, we have estimates imilar to vF’(x, n) for vf’(x, n) and v!,~‘(x, n). 
We introduce the function for f~ C”(Rd), 
U,(X, n)=C DXif(x)ui(x, 4 
i 
b(x, n)=$x O,,f(x)v~‘(x, n)+C D,,,f(x)v~‘(x, n) . . 
yz DJ(x)v~‘(x, n). 
hi 
hi 
From the discussion of Section 2, we can easily see that they satisfy the relations: 
E(Q(x, n+l)l93= UJx, n)- i E(FkM(x,n+l)l%3D,,f(x) (6) 
k=l 
and 
(x,n+l)l9~)= b(x, n) 
-5 : E(FF(x, n+l)Fy(x, n+l)l9$)D,,,f(x) 
k,l=l 
- ; E(Fy(x, n+l)D+~(x, n+l)lS$)D,,f(x) 
kJ=l 
- i E(F?(x, n+l)~~(x, n+l)13$)DxAx,f(x) 
k,l= 1 
+ ZMf (4, (7) 
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where 2&,, is the differential operator with ap, and bz, defined by replacing F in 
(2) by FM. 
For E > c) a.nd j% C”(Rd) with compact support, we put 
f&(x, n)=f(x)+sU~(x, n)+t5’Vf(x, n). 
Let us consider the following martingale with respect o (9:): 
j=O 
(8) 
By Taylor’s expansion, we have 
fE(x~+,,j+l)=f(x)+E 5 FkM(Xj",j+l)D,f(xiE)+vf(xiE,j+l) 
&=I 1 
+ i 
k=l 
FkM(Xi”,j+l)p),,U,(X,‘,j+l) 1 + &‘K(XJ, Xif.l, j,j+ 0, 
where we put 
K(XJ,XJ+l,j,j+l)= i F~(XJ,j+l)F~(X,‘,i+ljFf(X~,j+l) 
kJ,m=l 
x 
I 
’ (1 - u)20,,,,f(X;u) d? , 
0 
+ t F~(XJ,j+l)F~(XJ,j+l) 
kJ=l 
x 
I 
’ (I- ujDx&Q<X;,> du 9 
0 
+ i Fy(XJ,j-H) I 
1 
k=l 
Dxk I$(X;,, j du 
0 
and XJU = XJ+wF”(XJ, j+l). 
We insert this into (8) and use relations (6) and (7). Then we obtain the equation 
1M/4W~21) =f(X;t,&+ ~b(Xft,e~, W21+ 1) 
+E2vgxe/& [t/E2]+ 1) 
-&“g- ZMf(Xf) 
j=O 
_E3[t’$l-’ E(K(X,",X~+,,j,j+l)~~~'t21)o (9) 
j=O 
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Since, for 6 > 0, 
EIE(K(x;, Xj’+*,j,j+n)p-$1 
<con& C E sup lD”F(x, n)16+” 
ILxIs3 ( IXl=Z M > 
l/(6+6) 
s const., 
we can see that the last terrr of right hand side of (9) converges to zero in probability 
as E tends to zero. Also the second term and third term converge to zero in probability. 
Suppose that the family of measures Q’*M for each fixed M > 1 is tight. Then for 
any measures QM which are the weak limit points of the family of {QEsM} of 
measures, the right hand side of (9) converges to 
f(x(t))- ’ 
I 
LMftx(s)) ds, 
0 
which turns out to be a martingale with respect o 9; = a(X(s), 0~ s G t). Let T be 
the first hitting time for the domain & = {x: 1x12 M}. Then 
IIX’*“(t)ll,~supIX:MlsM+,s,u~ lF(x, n)l if ~=n (nH), 
n xs 
because IX>-!1 c M. Therefore, for any v > 0, there is an L such that, for all L 3 Lo, 
~<llx”*“ct>ll oo2 L) c P(IX,(o)l~ L) 
M+ sup IF(x n)l 
Ixl<M ’ )aL’T=n] 
s 7.p (10) 
Now, for XE Rd, we put g&(x, n) = xi + EUi(X, n). If we repeat the preceding dis- 
cussion for g&(x, n), then we have 
M,W - M,W) 
=Xi(n)-Xi(m)+&(Ui(X~", n)-ui(X2M9 m)) 
+-E “i’ E((u,(XJ;y,j+ 1) - Ui(XT”,j+ l))l si!)- 
j=m 
On the other hand, 
n-l 
= C E((M~E(J’+1)-M,E(j)121.~~) 
j=m 
G2E2 y E((FM(XTM - 
j=m 
,j+1)-E(F”<X~“,j+1)~I~~))2~~~) 
+2E2 nf’ E(ll4i( i’;“;‘, j+ I)--E(Ui( 
j=tn 
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‘T’herefore, we have 
+*g [‘y-l E[pqqqyj+ 1) - .E(.Fy(xy,j+ l)I~~[“~ 9qy21] 
j=[s/E2] 
+8&* 
[r/&]-1 
1 
j=[S/E2] 
E[lui(XJ$!,j+ l)- E(Ui(Xi”;“Y, j+l)IIg&I*I *‘E211 
+(t-s)&*d [“s’-’ E 
j=[s/E2] 
Thus, we have 
osSfes E (I(x$t2])i - tx Fix2])i12 I @t’“21) s E ( y( S) I @:‘“‘I), (11) 
+gE2 [“2-l lu,(X~$‘,j+ 1) - E(ui(X~$,j+1)I~~)I* 
j=[s/E’] 
+ &b*d 
Now, we can see that the following estimates hold for r = 2 and 4, 
E(lF~(X~",j+l)l*)SE ,yaxiIF(&j+l)l* 
XS 
EIE(~~(X~“, j+ 1) 1 @{)I’) s E(IF?(XT”, j+ l>l’) s c2, 
and 
S const. C p( k, M)1’(8+*d) 
k 
where C,, C2 and C3 are absolute constants independent of j. 
Therefore, we have 
iiij E(y(6))aonst. S. 
Consequently, we have 
~IJTII E(y(S))=O. 
From (lo), (11) and (12), we can deduce the relative compactness of the family of 
measure {QesM) (cf. Theorem 8.6 in Ethier and Kurtz [I]). The following convergen- 
ces hold uniform on each compact sets 
which are continuous. 
Applying Theorem 11.4 in Strooek and Varadhan [7, p. 2641 to Qy, QF weakly 
converges to RF as M + 00. If we repeat he argument (pp. 118-120) in Kesten and 
Pananicolaou [2], we can show that R" converges weakly to Rp on C([O, OO), Rd). 
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